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to work in decorative design. They are
decorative words to express decorative
thoughts, figures of design to work out prob-
lems of ornamentation. They are servants
of the mind, and as such the greatest liberty
may be taken with them; they may be added
 A. The rectangle may be vertical, as in
C, or horizontal, as in D. A vertical rec-
tangle is one longer vertically, and a hori-
zontal rectangle is one longer horizontally.
Ellipses may be drawn vertically and hori-
zontally, as in E and F. The oval may be
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inverted. There are other modifications, but
these are the ones mostly used in the
measures of form.
Right means straight; acute means sharpj
and obtuse, dull. Tri means three, hence
triangle means a three-angled figure. Rectus
means right, hence, rectangle means a figure
composed of right angles. Apex means top;
base, bottom, and altitude, height.
The uses of measures of form are to aid
in recognizing and grasping the shape and
proportion of objects, to the extent that they
to, subtracted from, multiplied, divided, or
modified in any way the mind may devise.
There are no more elements to be given; the
list is complete. All that now remains is
to make these tools our own until they be-
come willing and obedient instruments in our
hands. They have infinite use, and can be
applied to all decoration.
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The Measures of Form. Form tells about
the shape of objects. The most simple forms
that can be seen, recognized and
named are the triangles, rectangles,
circles, ellipses, and ovals. These
forms in mathematics are called geo-
metrical forms, and in drawing, type
forms; but a still better name is
measures of form, for their use in
drawing is to measure form. They
are the standards, or measures, of
form, very much as a pound is a;
measure of weight; a gallon, of liquid^'
or a dollar, a measure of money.
The circle can be modified only in
size, but the remaining measures of
form may be made narrow, medium
and wide, as shown in Fig. 26. The
triangle may be drawn with the apex
pointing upward or downward, as in

